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All the listed research works, exhibitions, publications are co-authored by Prof. Laurent Gutierrez and Dr. Valerie Portefaix

The signature used for their collaboration appears under the name of MAP Office as an artist signature used by the duo since 1996.

Since, all the research undertaken by MAP Office is developed in a full collaborative way, the differentiation of tasks is no longer possible, nor the 
leadership on the research and its development.

MAP Office is not a design company/agency, it is a multidisciplinary platform (no official registration) devised by Prof. Laurent Gutierrez and Dr. 
Valérie Portefaix

Dr. Valérie Portefaix is an Adjunct Associate Professor in Architecture at The Hong Kong University.
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Title: An Atlas of Asia

The starting point of any atlas comes from the desire to define new perspectives and to outline the world outside of 
its conventional limits. Built on the multiplicity of contemporary art production, An Atlas of Asia opens another form of 
narration through the classification and connection of artworks and practices. A selection of 144 artists and territories 
is based on a thorough evaluation of the artistic practices primarily included in the bookshelves of Asia Art Archive 
and extended later to other archives, art biennale catalogues and art magazines. Together, they create an 
archipelago of related territories functioning in a composed yet diffuse and fragmented geography. 

An Atlas of Asia is the result of multiple analytical processes and trajectories. If the map remains a primary 
component of the Atlas, the text and its narration, together with a collection of various drawings, compose a medium 
in which a new form of representation becomes possible. An initial trajectory follows the evolution of geography from 
the study of locations and relationships to a complex discipline able to digest a socioeconomic and political 
knowledge of the world. The mythical foundation of Asia as a solid landmass has long been shaken by geopolitical 
interests, breaking it up into five specific zones of geographical proximity: Central Asia, Eastern Asia, Southeastern 
Asia, Southern Asia, and Western Asia.

Descriptor
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The body of work consists of the following output 

• An Atlas of Asia based on Asian Artistic Practices - composed of 144 plates.

• An Animation video of 144 territories

• A multimedia exhibition display

• A book of 144 territories including the territory and a creative writing for each
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1. How to embrace the diversity and complexity of issues of artistic productions in Asia through a taxonomy of issues 
in which each artistic practice develop?

2. How to define the characteristics of those artistic practices in order to redefine the relational geography of the 
continent?

3. What is the new contour of Asia and how it perform issues beyond the conventional definition of a continental 
perspective towards a more archipelagic approach?

Research Questions
The research sets out to:

The questions related to the definition of Asia in the Post Colonial perspective remain at the centre of many research practices.  
Started from a humanities sciences, this field of research developed in the last twenty years in the reflection of artistic curatorial 
practices - embracing the production of artists to formalised a multiplicities of discourse addressing historical, geographical, 
ecological, cultural dimensions to name only few.

The research initiative conceived in 2012 took another dimensions and started to articulate a more formalised mode of presentation 
through the exhibition at the MMCA and its associated publication.
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This classification of reel and imaginary territories encountered in the Asia Art Archive establishes an Atlas in which one can 
start to embrace the heterogeneous character of the artistic production.

In this list of 12 possible categories, geography goes far beyond the conventional way of defining territories, usually constraint 
by national interest and/or geographic borders. It proposes another taxonomy in which territories are defined by the nature of 
their creations and ambitions.

Like a puzzle, each territory could not exist without the surrounding of the other. They form a network connected by a complex 
system of portolan – a navigational measure using compass and triangulation.

Research methods
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Definition of 12 categories of territories

A those outlined by universal values
This category of territories is defined by the specific set of values they refers to. 
Concerned by issues such as globalization, ecology, belief, those territories are 
constructing paths toward a definition of universal values.

B nomadic ones
As opposed to the permanency of a territorial tradition, the nomadic territories are 
based on their transportable characteristics. Home as a small mobile territory 
become an unstable environments where one can carry a familiar and domestic 
collection.

C those defined by an epic journey
Territories are being portrayed by means of fictional narration or reinvention of 
history. The narrative part takes the forms of a story telling, reinforced by costumes, 
props or actions.

D reminiscent ones
The aura and the sublime is centre to this category. Memories and resonances 
offer a new perspective in which territories have been redefined or simply re-
enacted. Often the result of a history pressure, those cognitive territories serve as 
new centre of gravity.

E personal kingdom
All the territories in this category are chosen based on a personal construction. A 
territory for the self, a place in the centre of attention and therefore transforming the 
map into a territory

F unlimited
Those territories define a new spatio-temporal dimension by means of distortion, 
reflection, or repetition. Aerial or liquid, the unlimited territory is often taking place in 
the sky or the ocean, as well as the dematerialised world of Internet. 

G those that have constructed fictions
This category of territories deals with the physical construction of fictional models. 
They defined a kind of new utopian constructions to reinvent another dimension of 
space and time.

Research methods

H other heterotopias
Oscillating between reel and imaginary territories, other heterotopia are a centre to 
the composition of the Atlas. Their place in the taxonomy is part of the game where 
they often come from.

I those of a predicted time
The routine and repetition of space define the main characteristic of those 
territories. Reconstruction and predication of the coming world allow both 
occupation and appropriation of new space. They also operate a transition from a 
spatial dimension to new projected times.

J economic ones
Migration within Asia is shaking the economic balance of the land. Territories are 
disintegrated as many fragments belonging to multiple interests.  Values are key 
issues of those economic migration movements. Economy here related to the 
construction of a new social space.

K loaded landscapes
All territories in this collection are concerned with war and politics. There are all 
defined with degrees of visible/invisible holes or traces of wars. Dealing with the 
negative impact of a conflict, the stage or re-enactment are part of a strategy used 
to define a new landscape.

L the frontier
A separation between two entities, the frontier is a linear territory. A visible line of 
convention as a form of limitation, the frontier could be in constant fluctuation and 
subject of division and contestation. 
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Research methods

MALAYSIA

ATLAS of ASIA

KUWAIT

OMAN

LAOSSOUTH KOREA

PALESTINE

THAILAND VIETNAM

LEBANON

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

NEPAL

TURKEY TURKMENISTAN UZBEKISTAN YEMEN

MALDIVESINDIA - ADAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS

KAZAKHSTAN

MONGOLIA

EAST TIMOR GEORGIA HONG KONG

KYRGYSTAN

AFGHANISTAN BAHRAINAZERBAJIAN BHUTAN BRUNEI CAMBODIAARMENIA BANGLADESH

INDONESIA IRAN CHINA JAPAN

IRAK ISRAEL

JORDAN NORTH KOREA

MACAU

PHILIPPINESPAKISTANMYANMAR

OMAN

TAIWAN TAJIKISTAN

SYRIASRI LANKA

SAUDI ARADIA

SINGAPORE

Geographical definition of Asia view with an Archipelagic perspective.
Each country is isolated within its own sovereign contour without any specific
connections beyond the simple fact that they all part of a geographical definition called ASIA 

Atlas of Asia
Art Archive

MAP Office

Online edition | 111 A AAA

those outlined by universal values

nomadic ones

those defined by an epic journey

reminiscent ones

personal kingdom

unlimited

those that have constructed fictions

other heterotopias

those of predicted time

economic ones

loaded landscapes

the frontier

This classification of real and imaginary territories 
encountered in the Asia Art Archive establishes 
an Atlas in which one can begin to embrace the 
heterogeneous character of artistic production.
In this list of 12 possible categories, geography 
goes beyond the conventional means of defining 
territories, usually constrained by national interests 
and geographic borders. These categories propose 
another taxonomy in which territories are defined 
by the nature of their creations and ambitions.
Like the pieces of a puzzle, no territory could exist 
without those surrounding it. They form a network 
connected by the complex system of portolan, a 
navigational measure using triangulation.

Online edition | 111 A AAA

Atlas of Asia Art Archive, 2012
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Research strategy

RELATIONAL GEOGRAPHY

An understanding of relational geography 
exists in the representation of the multiple 
territories composing the Atlas. It occurs 
within a clear definition of its spatial and 
t e m p o r a l d y n a m i c s , o p e n i n g u p 
relationships—existing or forced—
between its various components. The 
possibility of a dialogue between the artist 
and the archivist, between real and 
imaginary territories, or between space 
and time plays an essential role in the 
comprehension of the archive. In the 
diagram, this relat ional dual i ty is 
assembled under complex combinations 
of the terms ‘Asia’, ‘Art’, and ‘Archive’.
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Asia Art Archive Thinking Machine (RELATIONAL GEOGRAPHY)

(time)(space)

FICTION

Fiction occupies the center of the first 
‘Asia Art Archive Thinking Machine’. The 
artwork, as it exists in the collection, is 
contained in monographs, catalogues, 
magazines, leaflets, postcards, and other 
printed media. The intersection of the 
geography of the archive and the process 
of production places the artist at the 
center of the organisation. Forming 
another space between the local (main 
administrative office in Hong Kong) and 
the global (regional and international 
ou tpos ts e l sewhere ) , t he a r t i s t s 
problematise a new perspective of what 
could be embraced as the ‘territory of 
Asia’. They propose new ‘regimes of 
practice’, as the archive operates both 
beyond theory and ideology and between 
action and  knowledge.

                                      

©MAPOFFICE

Library

ADMINISTRATION
(Local)

World Wide Web

DIGITAL
Collaborative

Office

Continuous

MEMORY

Broadcast

DISSEMINATION

Discontinuous

RESEARCH
(Global)

CATALOGUE

(Territory)

Artwork

FICTION

ENGAGEMENT
Critique

EXCHANGE

Asia Art Archive Thinking Machine (FICTION)
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Research strategy

ATLAS

The Atlas is the result of multiple analytical 
processes and trajectories. If the map 
remains a primary component, then the 
text and its narration, together with a 
collection of various formats, compose the 
med ium in wh ich a new fo rm o f 
representation becomes possible. One first 
t rajectory fol lows the evolut ion of 
geography from the study of locations and 
relationships to a complex discipline able to 
digest socioeconomic and pol i t ical 
knowledge of the world. The mythical 
foundation of Asia as a solid landmass has 
long been shaken by geopolitical interests, 
breaking it up into five specific zones of 
geographical proximity: Central Asia, 
Eastern Asia, Southeastern Asia, Southern 
Asia, and Western Asia. While Asia has 
often been conceived and perceived from a 
European perspective in the articulation of 
a discourse on “exoticism” (the foreign 
world) and later the domesticated form of 
‘Orientalism’, the intention of this Atlas is to 
move away from this dualistic perspective 
by borrowing from Edouard Glissant in 
d e f i n i n g a g e o g r a p h y o f p o e t i c 
relationships.
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Asia Art Archive Thinking Machine (ATLAS)

Asia Art Archive Thinking Machine (PRODUCTION)

SPACE

digital (www.aaa.org.hk)

ASIAATLAS

physical

research

ART

disseminationexchange

knowledge

(Spatial Dimension)

PRODUCTION
(Artistic Practice)

TIME
(Recording Strategy)

COLLECTION
(Cultural Dynamic)
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conservation

ARCHIVE

action

PRODUCTION

In the context of the Asia Art Archive, 
artistic production is empowered 
through a combination of knowledge 
and action. The Artists in Residence 
program is a platform in which new 
artistic production for and about the 
archive can be completed. With the aim 
of contributing critical thinking about the 
Archive, this program places artists in 
dialogue with the collection, fostering 
an organic intervention within the 
institution. In this case, the Atlas of Asia 
Art Archive is more than a result of new 
production; it is the starting point for 
new platforms of exchange to open and 
cont inue the disseminat ion and 
networking of knowledge within Asia. 
This extension is developed through 
‘Performing the Archipelago’, an 
ongoing series of events that invites a 
group of artists to activate some of the 
111 territories of the Atlas through 
r e a d i n g s , c o n v e r s a t i o n s , a n d 
performances.
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Atlas of Asia Art Archive, preliminary list of 101 artistic practices

Research strategy
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Research Materials

• An Atlas of Asia, Published by 
National Museum of Modern 
and Contemporary Art (MMCA), 
Seoul, Korea in 2018, 338 
Pages, by Gutierrez L, 
Portefaix V, ISBN 
978-89-6303-180-4 (Edited 
book)
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Research Materials

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MMCA), 
Towards a Possible Asia, in How little you know about 
me, Curated by Jonwoo Park, Seoul, South Korea, 
April 07th - July 08th, 2018, (Exhibition, Catalogue)
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PLURIA: TOWARDS A POSSIBLE ATLAS OF ASIA
MAP Office, May 2018

A recent fashionable trend for global urban dwellers is to search for one’s ancestry by doing a DNA
Ethnicity Genetic Test. Among the variety of results for the origins of any individual, Asia appears in
almost every case as one of the most common locations concerning our place of origin. This is explained
by the early Homo Sapiens migration out of Africa, that transited though Asia before moving on. While
Africa remains the starting point of this adventure, Southwest Asia became a major distribution hub
from which humans took multiple routes to populate the entire world.

Besides its early occupation conditions, the geography of the biggest and most populated continent
remains today a difficult task to define, due to its complexity and diversity. If there are the same
differences between a fisherman from Cyprus and one from the Philippine Island as well as between a
Norwegian and a Spanish one, the question of how to understand and define Asia remains open. First,
excluding the perspective of an early European discourse, one possible way of understanding Asia is to
explore the substance of the continent. In this exercise, a reference to the metaphysical evaluation and to
the hypostasis of Asia allows us to use some of its early dynamics in order to define its present condition.
An early result of this introspection is that Asia appears as a series of contradictions and fears.

The first contradiction of Asia lies in its relation to Europe. While Asia gave birth to many European
civilizations (in terms of language and culture), thanks to early stages of migration, Europe has
consistently maintained a distance from its “motherhood”. The etymological perception of Asia,
constructed from a European perspective, first defines the continent as a Terra Incognita, then as the
place where the sun rises and eventually where to locate Eden, further and further away from the
“civilized world” – a location that cannot be reached. As such, Asia in the early European perception is
and should remain distant. Conversely, if the early anxiety of Europe resided in its fear of being engulfed
by Asia and by its flow of barbarian 15 populations, the desire to reach the un-reachable remained the
driver for the more adventurous. Christopher Columbus was not looking for a new territory to colonize
but for a safer passage to Asia and its resources. Away from the danger of nomadic tribes operating as
“raiders”, or from the assault of merciless pirates, European “traders” were instrumental in reducing
and, at the same time, increasing this distance between the two continental entities.

The second contradiction resides within the nature of Asia’s complex geography. Composed of three
giant land masses and civilizations on one side, namely Persia, China and India, and an archipelagic
constitution on the other, with a fragmented coastline of islands between Japan and South-East Asia,
including Indonesia and its 17,500 islands. It is an evidence that the complexity and diversity of
geographies has played an important role in shaping Asia as a continent of diversity and multiplicity.

MAP Office, Towards a Possible Asia, 2018
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If the two first contradictions address the question of perspective and representation of the continent, the
third contradiction is the hypostasis itself, understood from a medical perspective. It develops as Asia’s
fear of losing its fluidity and transforming itself into a solid territory. The coagulation or the eventuality
of clotting the system of internal and external exchanges is the worst possible scenario for this dynamic
continent that has continuously worked as a body in transit.

The energy needed to cross Asia’s difficult terrain all the way to its far east seas has shaped its numerous
characters. The early religious expansion - Buddhism, Taoism; commercial trade - the land and
maritime silk roads, and later ideologies such as communism, were part of the multiple adventures that
crisscrossed the history of Asia and its evolution, keeping the continent alive and dynamic.

LIQUID ASIA
Along with those three contradictions, the principles of solidarity and mutuality offer another divergence
between Europe and Asia. Solidarity exists within a community working as a whole and compact body.
Solidarity is undivided and applies to society as a form of sovereignty. Solidarity often manifests itself
in the welfare system handled and controlled by the state. Appearing as a cornerstone of European
Union construction, solidarity is a way to emphasize the importance of integrating every individual or
community within an existing society. In that sense, solidarity differs from mutuality as it proposes a oneway
approach and encourages individualism as a system to constitute society. Stimulated by economies
of surplus, solidarity operates as a mirror image of a capitalist construction and, in that sense, tends to
increase the gap between the “elites” and the “commoners”.

So to be more specific concerning Asia, one can advocate for a new principle of “liquidarity”13 as a
form of mutuality between the different but interdependent entities constituting society. “Liquidarity” is
fluid and fragmented and applies outside the limits of a centralized structure. In opposition to Europe,
the multiple societies of Asia began to grow from periods of diversity and instability where nomadism
and migration were prevalent and therefore their construction varies from the structure of standard
sovereign states, reflecting the nomadic and mobile communities that have flourished on sea and land
over millennia. Apart from the two giant sovereign states of China and India, Asia remains a very
fragmented continent and the largest one in terms of size and population.

Conceiving Asia from the perspective of “liquidarity” also increases the visco-elasticity of the continent.
In other words, the resistance and resilience of the numerous societies of the hills and the sea compose
together an alternative to the solidarity of the block (continental mass). Asia is archipelagic and as such
its multiple land components (islands) refer to each other in an infinite set of relationships, including
alliances and dominations.

MAP Office
Map of Volcanic Island Arcs of the Pacific and Indian Oceans
[Chris Kreger, 2010]
530 x 408 mm
Encaustic wax on a 1895 large antique map of Asia general
2018
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THE IDEOLOGY OF MOTION
To be sourced from the Axial Ages15 (from the 8th to the 3rd century BCE), the development of early
religious such as Buddhism and Jainism in India, Confucianism and Taoism in China or Zoroastrianism
in Iran have, thanks to an interregnum, developed a form of collective consciousness that shaped the
backbone of Asian societies. In a millennium and a half (5th century BC to 10th century AD), Buddhist
philosophy and its religious principles have spread from India to Central Asia, China, the Korean
Peninsula, Japan and South East Asia. Developing along the communication lines and trade routes such
as the land and maritime Silk Road, Buddhism contributed to define the first characteristics of Asia as a
continent. The posterior introduction of Christianity by Spanish and Portuguese missionaries (15th - mid
17th centuries AD), imposing at the same time trade and the extraction of valuable resources, affected
the definition of the continent in a violent form of colonialism. It paralleled the development of Islam
(7th to 17th centuries AD), starting from the Arab peninsula to Middle and Central Asia, expanding to
the Mughal Empire and to the limit of the Indonesian Archipelago, imprinting also another shape to the
contours of Asia. Finally, communism, as the latest ideology, spread in Asia from the North towards the
South, with China as a pivot between the Korean peninsula and the North of Vietnam, before being cut
by the US and its politics of Containment during the costly Vietnamese war.

THE PIVOT OF WORLD HISTORY
In opposition to the conception of Asia as a continent associated with movement, The Geographical
Pivot of History as defined by the English geographer Halford John Mackinder, is a geostrategic theory
conceived at the beginning of the 20th century and consisting of dividing the world land surface into
three main groups. The main group is the Heartland or World-island with the majority of its surface in
Asia (from North Russia to the confines of Iran and Pakistan) stopped by ice to the North, mountains and
deserts to the south. This first landmass excludes the coastline of Asia, which belongs to the second group,
the offshore islands (the crescent from the Japan archipelago to the shore of the Mediterranean Sea). The
third group, named the outlying islands, includes all the other peripheral landmasses. The Heartland is,
according to Mackinder, the most populated but also the most strategic piece of land. Again, according
to his theory, he who controls the pivot area controls the world and its resources (both human and
natural). Also referring directly to the island logic, Mackinder conceived the Pivot as a landlocked
continent detached from the “danger” of sea’s invasion and the archipelagic configuration. In that sense,
Asia appears as the biggest and most strategic landmass. Pushing further this conception of Asia, the
theory of American scholar Owen Lattimore (1900-1989) defines Central Asia as the Pivot of the World.
Identifying maritime trade as peripheral, Lattimore emphasized that the early history of the world
consisted of a landmass movement between Afro-Eurasian populations taking place within the heart of
Central Asia.

MAP Office
Map of Muslim Region in Asia [Gunawan Kartapranata, 2015]
260 x 200 mm
Encaustic wax on a 1790 Arrowsmith Antique Map of Asia
2018
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MAPPING EURASIA
Cartography is never innocent in terms of political calculation and aspirations. Cartroversies started
with the first maps and always served the various empires in consolidating their influence and expansion.
Geographical convention (Mercator), position of lands, lines, names…, all matters when it concerns
representation of territories. The contemporary version of those is well illustrated with, for instance,
the nine-dash line map used by Chinese authorities to claim the entire South China Sea and its many
archipelagoes. Obviously this huge maritime region is rich in natural resources. Other ancient maps
establish a clear line between South Korea and Japan in the East Sea (Sea of Japan) and the disputed
Liancourt Rocks.

Already appearing in early representations of the world, Mappa Mundi, the known world was
divided into three large geographic entities. Asia, positioned at the top of the map, occupied half of
the illustration, while Europe and Africa each shared the remaining quarters. It is from the logic of
attaching Asia to Europe as a continuous landmass that Eurasia appeared in early Greek cartography
(Eratosthenes or Herodotus) influenced by Arab geographers. Serving as a basis for the Eurocentric
representation of Asia, this form of mapping influenced both relationships and acknowledged the
unconditional dependence of the continental dynamics. Furthermore, and from the European
perspective, this movement indicated an intention of extending the world from the only possible direction
known at that time: the East. Today, Eurasia represents a stretch between the Pacific and the Atlantic
Oceans, inclusive of the Indian Ocean, giving another echo to the most recent Chinese initiatives such as
the gigantic infrastructural project One Road – One Belt (OROB).

ZOMIA OF THE HILL AND SEA
Opening the idea of a new geography for Asia allows a possible re-configuration and therefore
representation of a continent in elements with outlines differing from the commonly accepted map.
The ocean perspective offers an extremely fragmented entity with myriads of islands and costal states
operating either in a form of autarkic condition (Japanese Archipelago) or in resistance against order and
centrality (the Orang Laut sea territories in Indonesia). For instance, both geographical delimitations of
Zomia 14 - from the hill and the sea - advocates for another organization of society outside the authority
of the states and the control of the sovereign. Zomia appeared as a new geographical entity at the
beginning of the 21st century, first described by the Dutch historian Willem van Shendel in reference to
this huge land located in Southeast Asia and historically inhabited by various tribes who did not want to
belong to the various form of sovereignty in place. The concept of Zomia was later extensively developed
by American Anthropologist James C. Scott who clearly detailed, in The Art of Not Being Governed ,
the numerous societies living in a form of “anarchy and subsistence” as opposed to populations under the
sovereignty of the states and the system of slavery, taxes, surplus and cultural standardization.

MAP Office
Map of Zomia [Willem van Schendel, 2002]
566 x 366 mm
Encaustic wax on a 1891 large map of Asia ~ inset ~ January &
July isotherms ~ Aden
2018
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PLURIA
Finally, the hypothesis to rename Asia into Pluria, suggests the construction of
a hybrid continent, a new concept emerging from the conclusion of all those
characteristics. By definition, Pluria consists of… more than one, therefore breaks
the logic of a territorial unification as one continent. Directly derived from Latin
roots pluralis (more, multiple), a further etymological inspection of plural leads
to the Proto-Indo-European roots of pele- (1- abundance and multitude; 2- to
spread). Poly- (multiple), pela- (spread and flat surface - sea), plan- (spread and
flat), are many etymological roots referring to the conception of Asia’s liquidarity,
Pluria is inherently multiple and fragmented. Pluria, is a continent relying on the
connectivity of the numerous entities from which it is composed. As the geography
of Pluria is, by hypothesis, uncertain, it is projected through an archi-pelagic
(related to water surface) body of islands related to each other. The definition
of Pluria, as a spreading and expanding entity, characterizes the logic of Asia’s
growing influence in the globalized world.
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An Atlas of Asia, Stamps study to visually identify the categories of territories
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An Atlas of Asia, Layout of portolan to serve as a basis for the video animation
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Ravi Agarwal

Yamuna River

Yamuna River is an in-between 
territory, both ephemeral and per-
manent. The city of Delhi has 
evolved along its water and river-
bank for centuries. The river  ows 
like time but remains part of a fa-
miliar environment. Its eternal 
value is nevertheless threatened 
and the cycle needs to be recon-
sidered. A new ecology, bellowing 
for rebirth will eventually emerge 
from the dirty water. The immer-
sion of the artist’s wrapped body 
represents the position of an indi-
vidual facing the uncertain and the 
corrupted politics involved in 
plans to clean the riverbank, dislo-
cating the thousands of shanty-
town-dwellers.
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Isabel and Alfredo Aquilizan

Another Country

The personal relocation of the Filipi-
no community outside its original 
country suggests a re- organisation of 
the referent that structures family 
life. Boxes of domestic objects are 
stacked methodically to comfort and 
offer an environment of security and 
happiness. Another country exists in 
the accumulation of familiar and 
cherished objects displayed to the 
public in an exhibition format. 
Clothes, books, kitchen tools, and 
toys are arranged with the same com-
pact rational organisation as when in 
transit. While producing the new 
ground for the family through the 
collection of everyday objects, this 
‘other country’ appears to be a new 
home, another dwelling in which one 
can begin constructing one’s own life.
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Rasheed Araeen

Land of Hope and Glory 

How to infiltrate the weight of the institution, of 
history, of memory, especially when it concerns 
Britain’s imperial attitudes to race and national-

ism? How to legitimize one’s role in a foreign yet 
adopted country? The desire for recognition par-

ticipates in the dynamic of legitimation and acts 
against the multiplication of ethnic barriers. Here 

cosmopolitanism takes over nationalism, in the 
form of an engaged collective intervention and the 

demonstration of cultural diversity. 
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Jananne Al-Ani

Middle East

The Middle East viewed from a drone. 
Familiar images of unpopulated 
fragments of colourless territory 
generated by military technology are 
propagated on TV. Aerial images of the 
desert broadcast during the Gulf War 
make physical a pixelated land with no 
living creatures. Those mythic images, 
like the many layers of an archaeological 
site, have shaped our memories of this 
part of the world. Using the same visual 
tools, Shadow Site surveys man-made 
traces in the Iraqi desert, where the 
familiar appears and disappears along the 
image, mapping those charged landscapes 
from aerial dimension to horizontal 
development.
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VIDEO ANIMATION 
21 x 8 meters
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LOWER FLOOR PLAN

ELEVATION WITH PROJECTION

 
  

TPA Towards a Possible Asia

VER.3 FEB.2018 EXHIBITION CONCEPT

ATLAS OF ASIA 
144 Plates 36 x 54 cm each

LIBRARY / ARCHIVE / READING / DISPLAY

ZOMIA MAP  - 20 pieces
various dim.

TABLE FOR WORKSHOP  - DISCUSION
60 x 240 x 45 (H) cm

VIDEO PROGRAM / SEATING AREA with 6 
cushions 100 x100 cm and 6 TVs

ZOMIA FABRICS - 30 pieces, 
various dim.

An Atlas of Asia, layout of the exhibition venue for Towards a Possible Asia
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An Atlas of Asia, views of the exhibition, Towards a Possible Asia
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An Atlas of Asia, views of the exhibition, Towards a Possible Asia
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An Atlas of Asia, views of the exhibition, Towards a Possible Asia
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Year  

2018

Exhibition  

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MMCA), Towards a Possible Asia, in How little you know 
about me
Curated by Jonwoo Park, Seoul, South Korea, 
April 07th - July 08th, 2018, (Exhibition, Catalogue)

Dissemination and distribution of outcomes
Exhibited (1 Book, 1 Exhibition, 1 Book Chapter)

An Atlas of Asia, Published by National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MMCA), Seoul, 
Korea in 2018, 338 Pages, by Gutierrez L, Portefaix V, ISBN 978-89-6303-180-4 (Edited book)

Gutierrez + Portefaix, Towards a Possible Atlas of Asia, in How Little you know about me. MMCA 
Exhibition Catalogue, MMCA, Seoul, Korea, pg 230- 260

2018




